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Celtic Minute by Minute
Covering More Than 500 Goals, Penalties,
Red Cards and Other Intriguing Facts
By David Jackson

Key features
• Fascinating look back at Glasgow Celtic’s most important
moments and greatest goals – with the times, dates and
descriptions of how they hit the net
• First book of its kind on Celtic with more than 400
memorable moments revisited
• A treasure trove of nostalgia for Celtic fans
• From dometic title chases and cup finals, to Old Firm
derbies and European glory, the book features moments
from every key game
• Author David Jackson has written several books on Celtic
and ghosted autobiographies for Celtic players
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites, podcasts and magazines

Description
In a unique first, Celtic Minute by Minute takes you through the Hoops’ matchday history and records the historic goals, penalty
saves, sendings off and any other memorable moment and crucially, the minute it happened in. From Celtic’s early beginnings
and successes to the days of winning Scottish and European trophies; from the Jock Stein and Billy McNeill era through to the
domestic domination of more recent times under Martin O’Neill, Brendan Rodgers and Neil Lennon, learn about the club’s
most historic moments or simply relive some truly unforgettable moments from Celtic’s glorious past. You will also discover
just how many times a crucial goal has been scored in the same minute over the years. From goals scored in the opening few
seconds to the last-gasp extra time winners that have thrilled generation of fans at Parkhead or around the world. Celtic Minute
by Minute has it all with countless goals from Dalglish to Larsson and from Nicholas to Petrov.
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